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Across languages, plural marking on count nouns typically gives rise to a multiplicity inference, 
indicating that the noun ranges over sums with a cardinality of 2 or more. Plural marking has also 
been observed to occur on mass nouns in Greek and a few other languages, giving rise to a parallel 
abundance inference, indicating that there is a lot of the relevant substance. It has been observed 
in the literature that both of these inferences disappear in downward- entailing  environments, 
such as when a plural appears in the scope of negation (Tsoulas 2009; Kane et al. 2015). There are 
two main competing approaches in the literature that aim to account for the described pattern 
with respect to multiplicity inferences: the ambiguity approach ( Farkas & de Swart 2010) and the 
implicature approach (Sauerland 2003; Spector 2007; Mayr 2015, among  others). As  discussed in 
Tieu et al. (2018), while both approaches can account for the  upward-  versus downward-entailing 
pattern of multiplicity inferences, they differ in what they predict with respect to the  acquisition 
of these inferences and their relationship with implicatures. Tieu et al. (2014; 2018) investi-
gated multiplicity inferences in English and reported  evidence for the  implicature approach. 
In this paper, we irst show how the ambiguity approach and the  implicature approach to the 
 multiplicity inference can be extended to account for the abundance inference. We then report 
on an  experiment that tests the predictions of the two approaches for multiplicity and abundance 
inferences in preschool-aged children and adult native  speakers of Greek. Our results replicate 
the patterns reported in Tieu et al. (2014; 2018) for multiplicity  inferences, and crucially reveal an 
analogous pattern for abundance inferences. Adults  computed both kinds of  inferences more in 
upward-entailing environments than in downward-entailing ones, and  children computed fewer 
inferences overall than adults did. These results relect an overall  pattern of implicature calcula-
tion in line with a uniied implicature analysis across the three kinds of inferences. By contrast, 
we discuss how they pose a challenge for the ambiguity approach.
Keywords: count nouns; mass nouns; multiplicity inference; abundance inference; scalar 
 implicatures; Greek language
1 Introduction
1.1 Plural marking on mass nouns
In English and various other languages, while the plural combines freely with count 
nouns, it can appear on mass nouns only in restricted ways. To illustrate, a sentence like 
(1a), containing the plural mass noun waters, is ungrammatical, unlike the corresponding 
sentence in (1b), containing the singular counterpart of the noun.
(1) a. *Waters are dripping from the ceiling.
b. Water is dripping from the ceiling.
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A sentence where a pluralised mass noun, like waters in (1a), occurs, can only be rescued 
when the mass term is coerced or reinterpreted as types of or standardized quantities 
of the relevant substance, such as in (2) or (3) (Allan 1980; Link 1983; Chierchia 1998; 
2010; Deal 2017, among many others).1
(2) ,QWKLVUHVWDXUDQWZHRˤHUWKUHHwaters: sparkling, still, and tap water.
(3) We ordered three waters one hour ago!
The incompatibility of plural marking and mass terms is such a widely observed 
 generalisation that it has become criterial in deciding whether a noun is mass or count. 
Recently, however, it has been observed that pluralised mass nouns are attested in a 
variety of unrelated languages that otherwise do make a grammatical mass/count distinc-
tion, e.g.,  Kuikuro (Franchetto et al. 2013), Innu-aimun (Gillon 2015), Ojibwe (Rhodes 
1990; Mathieu 2012), Blackfoot (Wiltschko 2012), and Greek (Tsoulas 2009).2 In Greek, 
in  particular, the equivalent of (1a) in (4) is acceptable, and it is not interpreted as giving 
rise to a coerced meaning where waters refers to types of or standardised units of water 
(Harbour 2009; Tsoulas 2009; Alexiadou 2011; Kane et al. 2015).
(4) Trehun ner-a apo to tavani.
drip.)?)?water-)?)?from (?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?ceiling
Water is dripping from the ceiling.
In addition, as discussed in Tsoulas (2009), although mass nouns in Greek can be  pluralised, 
they appear to retain their mass properties; for example, they cannot directly combine with 
numerals, as shown in (5) (unlike the examples of coercion in English above in (2) and (3)). 
To be clear, these coerced examples are also possible in Greek. Importantly, however, in 
Greek, like in English, cases involving coercion can directly combine with numerals and for 
WKDWUHDVRQDSSHDUGLˤHUHQWIURPFDVHVOLNHZKLFKFDQQRW
(5) Tsoulas (2009: 135)
 *Dio ner-a trehun apo to tavani.
two water-)?)?drip.)?)?from (?(?ഝ.)?(?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?ceiling
Two waters are dripping from the ceiling.
7KHHTXLYDOHQWRIELQLVDFFHSWDEOHDVZHOO+RZHYHUDQGJLYHULVHWRGLˤHUHQW
inferences. In particular, pluralised mass nouns are typically associated with an abundance 
LQIHUHQFHWKDWWKHUHLVDVLJQL˚FDQWDPRXQWRIWKHVXEVWDQFHGHQRWHGE\WKHPDVVQRXQ)RU
example, (4) generally conveys that a lot of water dripped from the ceiling (Tsoulas 2009).
(6) Trehi ner-o apo to tavani.
drip.ഌ(?water-ഌ(? from (?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?ceiling
Water is dripping from the ceiling.
 1 In addition, plural marking on mass nouns is allowed in idiomatic contexts like in (i) or other restricted 
cases like (ii) (see Acquaviva 2008 and Tsoulas 2009 for discussion).
(i) Matildes waters broke.
(ii) WKHZDWHUVRIWKH3DFL˚F
 2 See also Lima (2014) and Deal (2017) for related discussion on number marking and the mass-count distinc-
tion in Yudja and Nez Perce. In these languages, while there appear to be combinations of plural marking 
with substance-referring nouns, it is unclear whether these nouns are mass at all or whether coercion of the 
type shown above in (1a) and (1b) happens in a much more generalised way than in English. Either way, WKH\GLˤHUIURPWKHFDVHRI*UHHNLQWKDWFUXFLDOO\WKHVHSOXUDOVXEVWDQFHQRXQVGRFRPELQHZLWKQXPHUDOV
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Kane et al. (2015) argue that the abundance inference is a scalar implicature arising in 
the same way as the more than one or multiplicity inference of plural count nouns. In 
particular, (7), containing the pluralised count noun leaves, gives rise to the inference that 
more than one leaf fell from the tree.
(7) Leaves fell from the tree.
Kane et al. show that the abundance inference of pluralised mass nouns can be seen as the 
context-dependent counterpart of the multiplicity inference of pluralised count nouns. In 
the next subsection, we turn to the similarities between these two inferences.
Before we move on, it should be noted that it is not merely quantity that plays a role in 
the reported intuition about the abundance inference. In particular, the extent to which 
the substance is spread out in space appears to be important as well. Taking this aspect of 
the inference into account might require an analysis that treats the abundance contribu-
tion of the plural in a more abstract way, for example, along the lines of abundance along 
some dimension (Tsoulas 2009; Alexiadou 2011).3
Alexiadou (2011) also observes that there are distributional restrictions on pluralised 
mass nouns in Greek. First, she reports that some pluralised mass nouns in Greek are more 
acceptable than others. For example, nero water, ladhi oil, laspi mud, amos sand, rizi 
rice, and hioni snow are easier to pluralise than meli honey, himos juice, and kinisi 
¶WUD˞F·4 Second, pluralised mass nouns in Greek tend to occur with predicates such as 
pefto fall, treho run/drip, and mazevome gather  predicates that easily allow for the 
abundance interpretation (Alexiadou 2011). They can, however, also be found with exis-
tential, perception, and other predicates. In the experimental study we report below, we 
ensured that the combination of mass nouns and predicates were judged to be entirely 
acceptable (Appendix B provides a list of the experimental sentences). We also focus on 
the aspect of the inference related to quantity and leave to future investigation the poten-
tial role of spreadedness.
1.2 The inferences of plurals
1.2.1 The multiplicity inference
The multiplicity inference of plural morphology on count nouns is the source of a long-
standing puzzle.5 We illustrate the pattern below using examples from Greek.6 Consider 
the sentence in (8), containing the pluralised count noun ghurunia pigs.
 3 An anonymous reviewer points out that Greek also allows a use of the plural on count nouns that are typi-FDOO\XQLTXHDVLQLRULL6XFKFDVHVRIWHQLQYROYHERG\SDUWVJLYLQJULVHWRDK\SHUEROLFHˤHFWUHODWHG
to the notion of abundance.
(i) Ponane i plates mu.
hurt.)?)? (?(?(?(?(?)?)?)?)?)?)?backs mine
My back hurts.
(ii) Kano dhieta na rikso tis kiljes.
do.ഌ(?diet ഌ(?)drop (?(?(?(?(?)?)?)?(%(?(?bellies
I am on a diet to lose my belly.
 8OWLPDWHO\VXFKXVHVVKRXOGEHXQL˚HGZLWKWKHFDVHVRIWKHSOXUDOLVHGPDVVQRXQV:HOHDYHWKLVIRUIXWXUH
work.
 4 There seems to be some variation among speakers. While for most speakers both meli honey and himos 
juice are easily pluralisable in appropriate contexts, kinisi¶WUD˞F·GRHVQRWDSSHDUWREHSOXUDOLVDEOH
 5 For relevant discussion, see Krifka (1989), Sauerland (2003), Sauerland et al. (2005), Spector (2007), Zweig 
(2009), Farkas & de Swart (2010), and Magri (2014).
 6 The same pattern is reported in the literature for English (see references in footnote 5).
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(8) I tighri taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
The sentence in (8) sounds roughly equivalent in meaning to one in which the plural 
marker is replaced by more than one, as in (9).
(9) I tighri taise parapano apo ena ghuruni.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed more than one pig.ഌ(?
The tiger fed more than one pig.
This fact suggests that plural morphology should be associated with an exclusive more 
than one meaning; in other words, the literal meaning of (8) could be paraphrased as (9) 
(Link 1983; Lasersohn 1995; Chierchia 1998). The problem with this hypothesis arises 
when we consider the negative counterpart of (8), provided in (10a). Given the hypothesis 
above, we would expect (10a) to have a meaning that corresponds to the negation of (8), 
as in (10b). Instead, the sentences meaning is the negation of the corresponding sentence 
with the singular noun in (10c).
(10) a. I tighri dhen taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs.
b. I tighri dhen taise parapano apo ena ghuruni.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed more than one pig.ഌ(?
The tiger didnt feed more than one pig.
c. I tighri dhen taise kanena ghuruni.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed any pig.ഌ(?
The tiger didnt feed any pig.
This pattern is not restricted to negation. The absence of the expected more than one 
meaning of the plural noun is also observed in other downward-entailing environments. 
For example, while one can deduce from (11) that we should thank the tiger even if she 
fed only one pig, one cannot make such an inference from (12). Similarly, if the tiger fed 
RQO\RQHSLJWKHLQWHUORFXWRUFDQUHVSRQGD˞UPDWLYHO\WRWKHTXHVWLRQLQEXWQRWWR
the question in (14).7
(11) Ean i tighri taise ghurunia, prepi na tin
if (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)? should ഌ(?)d (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(%(?(?
efharistisume.
thank
If the tiger fed pigs, we should thank her.
(12) Ean i tighri taise parapano apo ena ghuruni, prepi na
if (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed more than one pig should ഌ(?)d
tin efharistisume.(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(%(?(?thank
If the tiger fed more than one pig, we should thank her.
 7 The downward-entailing status of the antecedent of conditionals and of questions is controversial. 
 Nonetheless, what is relevant for us here is that these contexts generally pattern with downward-entailing 
environments with respect to the behaviour of multiplicity inferences.
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(13) Taise i tighri ghurunia?
fed (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger pig.)?)?
Did the tiger feed pigs?
(14) Taise i tighri parapano apo ena ghuruni?
fed (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger more than one pig.ഌ(?
Did the tiger feed more than one pig?
The pattern above can be summarised as follows: the interpretation of positive sentences 
with plural morphology includes a more than one inference, but this multiplicity infer-
ence disappears under negation, in the antecedent of conditionals, and in questions. 
This pattern is clearly problematic for a simple semantic account of multiplicity infer-
ences, which encodes the inference in the literal meaning of plural morphology; such an 
approach would wrongly predict weaker meanings than are observed for cases like (10a), 
(11), and (13).
1.2.2 The abundance inference
Interestingly the same pattern arises in the case of the abundance inference of pluralised 
mass nouns in Greek. To illustrate, consider the sentences in (15) and (16), containing the 
pluralised mass noun zahares sugars. Analogously to the case of plural count nouns, the 
observation is that (15) seems equivalent to (16), suggesting that the plural morphology 
on mass nouns should be associated with an exclusive a lot of meaning.
(15) Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar.
(16) Tis zebras tis epese poli zahar-i.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(?much sugar-ഌ(?
The zebra dropped a lot of sugar.
Again, the problem with the hypothesis that the literal meaning of (15) can be para-
phrased as in (16) arises in downward-entailing environments. Crucially, (17) does 
not suggest that the zebra didnt drop a lot of sugar, but rather that she didnt drop 
any sugar at all, which is unexpected if a lot of is a part of the literal meaning of the 
plural noun.
(17) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.3)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugar.
As discussed in Kane et al. (2015), the same holds for conditionals and questions: if the 
zebra dropped only a little sugar, we should tell her mother in the case of (18) but not 
in the case of (19). Correspondingly, if the zebra dropped only a little sugar we should 
UHVSRQGD˞UPDWLYHO\WREXWQRWWR
(18) Ean tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es, prepi na
if (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?should ഌ(?)d
to pume sti mama tis.(?)?)?(?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?tell to-(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(? %(?(?mom )?)?ഌഌ(?(?)?
If the zebra dropped sugar, we should tell her mom.
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(19) Ean tis zebras tis epese poli zahar-i, prepi na
if (?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(?much sugar-ഌ(?should ഌ(?)d
to pume sti mama tis.(?)?)?(?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?tell to-(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(%(?(?mom )?)?ഌഌ(?(?)?
If the zebra dropped much sugar, we should tell her mom.
(20) Tis epesan zahar-es tis zebras?(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)? (?(?(?.( ( )?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra
Did the zebra drop sugar?
(21) Tis epese poli zahar-i tis zebras?(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(? much sugar-ഌ(? (?(?(?.(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra
Did the zebra drop much sugar?
As in the case of the multiplicity inference, the presence of the abundance inference in 
upward-entailing contexts and its disappearance in downward-entailing ones is problematic 
for an analysis of the abundance inference as simply part of the lexical meaning of plural 
morphology on mass nouns, as proposed for instance in Alexiadou (2011). Rather, it sug-
JHVWVWKDWZHVKRXOGVHHNDXQL˚HGDFFRXQWWKDWFDSWXUHVWKHSDWWHUQRIWKHPXOWLSOLFLW\DQG
abundance inferences in upward- and downward-entailing contexts in a  uniform fashion.
There are two main competing approaches in the literature that aim to account for the 
described pattern with respect to multiplicity inferences: the ambiguity approach (Farkas 
& de Swart 2010, see also Grimm 2013 and Martí 2017) and the implicature approach 
(Sauerland 2003; Spector 2007; Mayr 2015, among others).8 As discussed in Tieu et al. 
(2018), while both approaches can account for the upward- versus downward-entailing 
SDWWHUQRIPXOWLSOLFLW\ LQIHUHQFHV WKH\GLˤHU LQZKDW WKH\SUHGLFWZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH
acquisition of these inferences and their relationship with scalar implicatures. Tieu et al. 
(2014; 2018) tested the predictions of the two approaches for multiplicity inferences in 
English, and report evidence for the implicature approach to multiplicity inferences.
,QWKHIROORZLQJVHFWLRQVZH˚UVWVKRZKRZWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFKDQGWKHLPSOLFDWXUH
approach to the multiplicity inference of pluralised count nouns can be extended to account 
for the abundance inference of pluralised mass nouns. We then further test the predictions 
of the two approaches for multiplicity and abundance inferences in Greek, extending the 
previous experimental studies by Tieu et al. (2014; 2018). In particular, we compare adults 
and preschool-aged childrens performance on abundance inferences, multiplicity infer-
ences, and the not all implicature of merika some illustrated in (22), which suggests that 
the lion didnt carry all of the apples.9
(22) To liontaraki kuvalise merika apo ta mila!(?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?)?)?)?lion carried ഌ)?)?(? of (?(?(?.) (?ലഝ)?)?(%(?(?apples
The lion carried some of the apples!
 8 There is also a third recent approach to the multiplicity inference that derives the heterogeneous behaviour RISOXUDOQRXQVLQXSZDUGDQGGRZQZDUGHQWDLOLQJFRQWH[WVEDVHGRQKRPRJHQHLW\.ULݰ8QGHUWKLV
approach, the sentence The tiger fed pigs is true if and only if the tiger fed multiple pigs, false if and only if WKHWLJHUIHGQRSLJVDQGXQGH˚QHGLIDQGRQO\LIWKHWLJHUIHGH[DFWO\RQHSLJ%\FRQWUDVWWKHVHQWHQFH¶7KH
tiger didnt feed pigs is true if and only if the tiger fed no pigs, false if and only if the tiger fed multiple pigs, DQGXQGH˚QHGLIDQGRQO\LIWKHWLJHUIHGH[DFWO\RQHSLJ:HUHWXUQWRWKLVEULH˜\LQIRRWQRWHVDQG
 9 We focus on the some and not all implicature because it has been the most extensively studied in the devel-
opmental literature. What is important for us is that children have consistently been shown to compute 
fewer some and not all implicatures than adults; moreover, among the numerous scales tested by van Tiel HW¬DODGXOWVJHQHUDWHGWKHsome and not all inference more often than most other implicatures. Taken WRJHWKHUWKHVHIDFWVFRQ˚UPWKDWWKLVLVDJRRGWHVWFDVHIRUFKLOGUHQ·VDELOLW\WRFRPSXWHLPSOLFDWXUHVDVZHOO
as a good baseline for implicature calculation in adults.
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As we will discuss, our results replicate the patterns reported in Tieu et al. (2014; 2018) 
for multiplicity inferences, crucially revealing an analogous pattern for abundance infer-
HQFHV7KH˚QGLQJVSURYLGHIXUWKHUVXSSRUWIRUDQLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKWRWKHPXOWLSOLF-
ity inference and an extension of the approach to abundance inferences. In addition, we 
show how investigating a language like Greek, which allows the pluralisation of mass 
QRXQV SURYLGHV DQ HPSLULFDO EDVLV IRU D XQL˚HG DQDO\VLV RI SOXUDOPDUNLQJ DFURVV WKH
mass-count divide.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we sketch the  ambiguity 
and the implicature approach to multiplicity inferences and we show how they can be 
extended to account for abundance inferences. We also discuss the predictions of the two 
approaches in relation to adults and childrens behaviour. In Section 3, we summarise 
the previous studies by Tieu et al. (2014; 2018), which tested the predictions of the two 
accounts for the multiplicity inference; we show how their paradigm can be extended to 
a novel investigation of the abundance inference. In Section 4, we present our experiment 
comparing the two inferences in children and adults, and in Section 5 we discuss the 
results in the context of the predictions of the two approaches. We conclude the paper in 
Section 6.
2 Theoretical background
2.1 The ambiguity approach
2.1.1 The multiplicity inference
In order to account for the observation that multiplicity inferences appear in upward-
entailing contexts but disappear in downward-entailing contexts, Farkas & de Swart (2010) 
(see also Grimm 2013; Mathieu 2014; Martí 2017) propose a more enriched semantic 
account than the one mentioned above. Simplifying somewhat, their approach is based on 
two main ingredients: a polysemous meaning for plural morphology and a principle for 
FKRRVLQJEHWZHHQWKHVHPHDQLQJVLQGLˤHUHQWFRQWH[WV10 In other words, they argue that a 
sentence like (8), repeated below in (23), is ambiguous between two meanings, which can 
be paraphrased as in (23a) and (23b). Correspondingly, (10a), repeated in (24), is associ-
ated with the two meanings paraphrased in (24a) and (24b), where strong and weak 
refer to entailment patterns (the strong meaning asymmetrically entails the weak one).
(23) I tighri taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
a. The tiger fed one or more pigs. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
b. The tiger fed more than one pig. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
(24) I tighri dhen taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs.
a. The tiger didnt feed one or more pigs. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
b. The tiger didnt feed more than one pig. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
However, the proposed ambiguity alone will not account for the fact that in upward-
entailing contexts, the plural tends to be interpreted exclusively, as in (23b), while in 
downward-entailing contexts it tends to be interpreted inclusively, as in (24a). In order 
 10 The proposal in Farkas & de Swart (2010) is formalised in terms of bi-directional optimisation over form-
meaning pairs within an Optimality Theory framework. We will set aside this particular formalisation and 
focus our discussion on the more informal principles behind it.
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to account for this pattern, Farkas & de Swart (2010) assume a version of the  Strongest 
 Meaning Hypothesis, formulated as in (25), which essentially regulates the choice between 
the two possible meanings in favour of the strongest of the two (see Dalrymple et al. 1998; 
Winter 2001, among others).
(25) The Strongest Meaning Hypothesis for Plurals: for a sentence involving a 
plural nominal, prefer that interpretation of plural which leads to the stronger 
overall interpretation for the sentence as a whole, unless this interpretation 
FRQ˜LFWVZLWKWKHFRQWH[WRIXWWHUDQFH
The Strongest Meaning Hypothesis favours the exclusive interpretation of plurals in upward-
entailing contexts; that is, it favours the stronger (23b), according to which the tiger fed 
more than one pig, over the weaker (23a), according to which the tiger fed one or more pigs. 
Conversely, the inclusive interpretation is preferred in downward-entailing contexts, since in 
these contexts it gives rise to the stronger reading; that is, the stronger (24a), according to 
which the tiger didnt feed one or more pigs, is preferred over the weaker (24b), according to 
which the tiger didnt feed more than one pig. The  combination of the proposed ambiguity 
with the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis therefore allows Farkas & de Swarts (2010) approach 
to account for the sensitivity to monotonicity  exhibited by the multiplicity inference.
In addition, note that the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis as formulated in (25) does 
allow for the possibility of weak interpretations, in cases where the strong meanings are 
LQFRQ˜LFWZLWKWKHFRQWH[WRIXWWHUDQFH:HWKHUHIRUHH[SHFWWREHDEOHWRIRUFHDZHDN
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQWKURXJKDFRQWLQXDWLRQWKDW LV LQFRQ˜LFWZLWK WKHVWURQJ LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
This is indeed the case, as illustrated in (26):
(26) I tighri dhen taise ghurunia jati taise(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed pig.)?)? because fed.ഌ(?
mono ena!
only one.)?(?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?
The tiger didnt feed pigs, because she fed only one!
2.1.2 Extension to the abundance inference
The ambiguity approach can be readily extended to the abundance inference. In the 
domain of pluralised mass nouns, a sentence like (27), repeated from above, is associated 
with the two meanings in (27a) and (27b). In the same way, the negative counterpart in 
(17), repeated below in (28), is associated with the two meanings in (28a) and (28b).
(27) Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar.
a. The zebra dropped a little or more than a little sugar. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
b. The zebra dropped a lot of sugar. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
(28) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.3)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugar.
a. The zebra didnt drop a little or more than a little sugar. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
b. The zebra didnt drop a lot of sugar. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
In the same way as above, the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis in (25) regulates the choice 
between the two possible meanings, favouring the strongest between the two. In upward-
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entailing contexts, that corresponds to the exclusive interpretation in (27b), according 
to which the zebra dropped a lot of sugar, and in downward-entailing contexts, that 
corresponds to the inclusive interpretation in (28a), according to which the zebra didnt 
drop a little or more than a little sugar. In addition, as in the case of count nouns, the 
VWURQJLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHSOXUDOLVEORFNHGLILWLVLQFRQ˜LFWZLWKWKHFRQWLQXDWLRQRIWKH
 sentence, as illustrated in (29):
(29) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es jati(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?because
tis epese monolighi!(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(?only little
The zebra didnt drop a lot of sugar, because she dropped only a little!
,QVXPWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFKFDQH[SODLQWKHGLˤHUHQWUHDGLQJVRIWKHSOXUDODQGWKHLU
distribution across the mass and count domains in both upward- and downward-entailing 
FRQWH[WV,QWKHQH[WVXEVHFWLRQZHWXUQWRDGLˤHUHQWWDNHRQWKHSX]]OHZKLFKLQYROYHV
treating multiplicity and abundance inferences as implicatures.
2.2 The implicature approach
2.2.1 The multiplicity inference
$GLˤHUHQWUHVSRQVHWRWKHSDWWHUQDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHPXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHLVWRWUHDW
it as a type of implicature. This approach is based on the observation that (scalar) impli-
catures, just like multiplicity inferences, arise in upward-entailing contexts but typically 
disappear in downward-entailing contexts. To illustrate, a familiar example of a scalar 
implicature is given in (30). In response to a positive sentence containing a disjunction 
phrase A or B, we typically infer exclusivity, such that the disjunction phrase A or B 
is taken to mean A or B, but not both. Illustrating again with Greek examples, (30a) 
implies (30b).
(30) a. O Dhimitris efaghe to milo i(?(?(?.) (%ഌ(?ഌ(?)?)?)?Dimitri ate (?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?apple or
to portokali.(?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?orange
Dimitri ate the apple or the orange.
b. ֧ Dimitri did not eat both the apple and the orange.
However, when disjunction is embedded under negation, it is typically interpreted inclu-
sively, rather than exclusively: (31a) is typically interpreted as (31b) and not as (31c); 
the latter corresponds to the negation of the exclusive meaning of disjunction and is 
compatible with Dimitri eating both the apple and the orange. But (31a) is not generally 
interpreted as being compatible with such a situation.11
 11 The intended interpretation of (31a) here is one in which negation scopes above disjunction. This interpre-
tation is more clearly obtained if negation is higher in the structure as in (i), which is generally interpreted 
as conveying that I doubt that Dimitri ate the apple and that he ate the orange.
(i) $P˚YDOR oti/an o Dimitris efaghe to milo i to portokali.
doubt.ഌ(?that/whether (?(?(?ഌ(?)?)?)?Dimitris ate (?(?(?ഌ(?(%(?(?apple or (?(?(?ഌ(?(%(?(?orange
I doubt that Dimitri ate the apple or the orange.
  An anonymous reviewer points out that some speakers would prefer the complementizer an (if/whether) to 
oti (that). For another group of speakers the two are both grammatical and to a large degree interchange-
able. The two authors of the present paper who are native speakers of Greek belong to the latter group.
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(31) a. O Dhimitris dhen efaghe to milo i(?(?(?.) (%ഌ(?ഌ(?)?)?)?Dimitri )?(?(?ate (?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?apple or
to portokali.(?(?(?.) (?ലഝഌ(?(%(?(?orange
Dimitri didnt eat the apple or the orange.
b. ֧Dimitri didnt eat the apple and Dimitri didnt eat the orange.
c. ֧Dimitri either ate both the apple and the orange or he ate neither.
Thus we see that multiplicity inferences and classical scalar implicatures share the 
 property of arising in environments that are upward-entailing and disappearing in down-
ward-entailing ones.
The standard approach to deriving scalar implicatures like (30b) is to treat them as aris-
ing from a hearers reasoning about why a cooperative speaker would say what she did 
and not something else (see Grice 1975 and much subsequent work). Schematically, the 
implicature above would arise from the comparison of the original assertion with alterna-
tive assertions that could have been uttered but were not. In particular, a  sentence with 
a weak scalar term like or is compared to the stronger alternative  sentence  containing 
and:
(32) a. Dimitri ate the apple or the orange.
b. Dimitri ate the apple and the orange.
Assuming the speaker is being cooperative and as informative as he or she can be, the fact 
that he or she uttered the assertion containing or, rather than the more informative alter-
native sentence containing and, invites the listener to conclude that the speaker was not 
in a position to assert the stronger alternative. The listener further infers that the stronger 
alternative must therefore be false, deriving the inference in (30b).
This reasoning also naturally explains why (31a) doesnt give rise to an implicature 
and, as we observed, is instead interpreted as the negation of an inclusive disjunction. 
In this case, the listener will reason that the alternative sentence is (33), but (33) is not 
more informative than (31a); in fact it is weaker, and therefore the listener will draw no 
implicature from (31a).
(33) Dimitri didnt eat the apple and the orange.
The implicature approach to multiplicity inferences extends the reasoning above to 
 sentences like (8) and (10a), repeated below in (34) and (35):
(34) I tighri taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
(35) I tighri dhen taise ghurunia.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs.
Roughly, the idea is that upon hearing a sentence like (34), which is assumed to unam-
biguously mean that the tiger fed one or more pigs, the listener will ask herself why the 
VSHDNHUGLGQ·WVD\VRPHWKLQJWRWKHHˤHFWRILQVWHDG
(36) The tiger fed exactly one pig.
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the multiplicity inference is computed and in turn how the latter is obtained. Sauerland 
(2003) and Sauerland et al. (2005) derive the multiplicity inference by comparing the 
presuppositions of the singular with that of the plural, while Zweig (2009), Ivlieva (2013), 
and Mayr (2015) derive it as a more standard scalar implicature, but computed locally 
at the level of the predicate rather than at the sentence level. Finally, Spector (2007) 
derives the multiplicity inference as a recursive/higher-order implicature, arising through 
a comparison between the plural and the singular enriched with its own implicatures. 
For concreteness, we adopt Spectors (2007) version of the implicature approach to the 
PXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHDQGLWVSUHGLFWLRQV:HEULH˜\RXWOLQHWKHPDLQLQJUHGLHQWVRIWKLV
account below, but see Appendix A for further details.
As mentioned, Spector (2007) derives the multiplicity inference as a higher order impli-
cature at the global level. The assumption is that at this level both singular and plural are 
equivalent to (37):
(37) The tiger fed one or more pigs.
However, the singular in (38a) gives rise to its own scalar implicature: (38a) competes 
with the alternative in (38b), and since the latter is stronger, the hearer will end up con-
cluding that it is false, via the scalar implicature reasoning sketched above. The falsity of 
(38b) and the truth of (38a) together entail the exactly one inference in (39).
(38) a. I tighri taise ena ghuruni.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed one pig.ഌ(?
The tiger fed a pig.
b. I tighri taise dhio i perissotera ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed two or more pig.)?)?
The tiger fed two or more pigs.
(39) The tiger fed one or more pigs and it is not true that the tiger fed two or more pigs.
= The tiger fed exactly one pig.
It is this enriched interpretation of (38a) in (39) that competes with the corresponding 
plural sentence in (34). That is, given that (39) would have been more informative than 
(34), the listener will conclude that the speaker must believe that (39) is false. If (34) is 
true and (39) is false, the result is then precisely the multiplicity inference, as illustrated 
in (40):
(40) The tiger fed one or more pigs and its not true that he fed exactly one pig.
=The tiger fed more than one pig.
In addition, in the same way as with the disjunction case above, this approach can explain 
why the negated sentence in (35) is not associated with a multiplicity inference. The 
 listener will compare (35) to its alternative in (41). (41), however, is weaker than (35) 
and therefore the listener will not draw any implicature from (35).
(41) The tiger didnt feed exactly one pig.
Moreover, the scalar implicature approach can also account for the additional reading of 
the negated plural in (26) above, repeated below in (42).
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(42) I tighri dhen taise ghurunia jati taise mono ena!(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed.3ഌ(? pig.)?)? because fed.ഌ(?only one
The tiger didnt feed pigs, because she fed only one!
This kind of reading also arises with standard scalar items like disjunction; for instance, 
(43), when pronounced with stress on or, also has a marked reading compatible with 
Dimitri eating both the apple and the orange. The implicature approach simply resorts 
to whatever mechanism accounts for (43) and extends it to (42). The general way of 
 generating these marked readings involves postulating a local scalar implicature under 
the scope of negation (Fox & Spector 2018, among others). Scalar implicatures tend not to 
arise under negation so such readings are correctly predicted to be marked.
(43) Dimitri didnt eat the apple or the orange, he ate both!
2.2.2 Extension to the abundance inference
As with the ambiguity account, the implicature approach can also be extended to the mass 
domain, as recently proposed by Kane et al. (2015). Extending Spector (2007) to the mass 
domain, Kane et al. (2015) assume that at the global level both the singular and the plural 
in (44) and (45), respectively, are equivalent to (46):12
(44) Tis zebras tis epese zahar-i.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(? sugar-ഌ(?
The zebra dropped sugar.
(45) Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar.
(46) The zebra dropped a little or more than a little sugar.
The singular in (44), but not the plural, competes with The zebra dropped a lot of sugar. 
As the latter is a stronger alternative, upon hearing (44) the hearer concludes that the 
stronger alternative must be false. Since (44) is true and the alternative The zebra dropped 
a lot of sugar is false, the hearer concludes that Zebra dropped some but not a lot of sugar, 
as shown in (47):13
(47) The zebra dropped a little or more than a little sugar and its not true that she 
dropped a lot of sugar.
= The zebra dropped some sugar but not a lot.
The plural in (45) competes then with this enriched meaning of the singular in (47). Given 
that it would have been more informative than (45), the listener will conclude that the 
speaker must think that (47) is false. But, again, if (45) is true and (47) is false, the result 
is the abundance inference that arises as part of the meaning of the pluralised mass noun, 
as illustrated in (48):
 12 Extending other implicature accounts such as Mayr (2015) to the mass domain is also possible but requires 
more explicit assumptions about how the denotation of sentences with pluralised mass nouns is obtained 
compositionally. We leave this for future research.
 13 Note that this particular implementation of the implicature approach to the abundance inference predicts 
that a sentence containing a singular mass noun like (44) should be associated with the inference that the 
zebra dropped some but not a lot of sugar. We leave to future research a more careful investigation of 
whether this inference is actually present.
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(48) The zebra dropped a little or more than a little sugar and its not true that she 
dropped some sugar but not a lot.
= The zebra dropped a lot of sugar.
In addition, in the same way as above, we can explain why (17), repeated below in (49), 
is not associated with any inference.
(49) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugar.
This is because the listener will compare (49) to its alternative in (50), which is in fact 
weaker than (49) and therefore the listener will not draw any implicature from (49).
(50) Its not the case that the zebra dropped some sugar but not a lot.
As was the case for the multiplicity inference, the scalar implicature approach will also 
account for the marked reading of (49) in (51), repeated from above.
(51) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es jati(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?because
tis epese mono lighi zahar-i!(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.ഌ(?only little sugar-ഌ(?
The zebra didnt drop a lot of sugar, because she dropped just a little!
,QVXPERWKWKHDPELJXLW\DQGWKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKFDQDFFRXQWIRUWKHGLˤHUHQW
readings associated with plural morphology across the mass and count divide, in  particular 
for the pattern of sensitivity to monotonicity that they exhibit. In the next  subsection, we 
WXUQWRWKHGLˤHUHQWSUHGLFWLRQVWKH\PDNHLQUHODWLRQWRWKHVWDWXVRISRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYH
plural sentences in certain contexts, and the comparison between (preschool-aged) chil-
dren and adults on the interpretation of these sentences. These  predictions motivated the 
previous experiments reported in Tieu et al. (2014; 2018), which investigated multiplicity 
inferences, as well as the present study, which extends the investigation of the predictions 
of both approaches to the abundance inference.
2.3 Predictions
2.3.1 Adults
Sensitivity to monotonicity As discussed, both the ambiguity and the scalar implicature 
approach predict the pattern above regarding upward- and downward-entailing contexts, 
with multiplicity and abundance inferences arising in the former but less so in the latter. 
Under both approaches, we therefore expect to observe this pattern experimentally when 
we look at adults interpretations of the plural in such contexts.
Response patterns in positive and negative targets On the other hand, the two 
DSSURDFKHV GLˤHU ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ WKH SRVLWLYH DQG QHJDWLYH
WDUJHWVZKHQWKHPXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHLVQRWVDWLV˚HGLQWKHFRQWH[WDVLQ
(52) Context: The tiger fed only one pig.
a. The tiger fed pigs.
b. The tiger didnt feed pigs.
That is, while both approaches predict that (52a) and (52b) should mostly be rejected in 
WKHJLYHQFRQWH[WWKHDVVXPHGVRXUFHRIUHMHFWLRQLVGLˤHUHQW2QWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFK
both (52a) and (52b) are simply false in the given context. That is, (52a) is interpreted as 
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The tiger fed more than one pig and (52b) is interpreted as The tiger didnt feed one or 
more pigs; both are false when the tiger only fed one pig. The ambiguity approach there-
fore predicts the same status for (52a) and (52b) in the given context.14
The implicature approach, on the other hand, predicts that (52a) and (52b) clash with the 
FRQWH[WDERYHIRUGLˤHUHQWUHDVRQVZKLOHLQDLWLVWKHLPSOLFDWXUH²WKHPXOWLSOLFLW\
LQIHUHQFH²WKDWLVIDOVHLQWKHFRQWH[WELVVLPSO\IDOVHLQWKHFRQWH[WE\YLUWXHRILWV
literal meaning. In other words, under the implicature approach, (52a) and (52b) have a 
GLˤHUHQWVWDWXVLQWKHJLYHQFRQWH[W
6XPPDULVLQJWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFKSUHGLFWVQRGLˤHUHQFHLQWKHUHVSRQVHSDWWHUQV
of the positive and negative targets in a context in which the multiplicity inference is not 
VDWLV˚HGZKLOHWKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKLVFRPSDWLEOHZLWKDGLˤHUHQWUHVSRQVHSDWWHUQ
for the negative and positive sentences in the same context.15
2.3.2 Children
As discussed in Tieu et al. (2018), the ambiguity and the scalar implicature approaches 
PDNHGLˤHUHQWSUHGLFWLRQVIRUKRZFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVVKRXOGLQWHUSUHWWKHSOXUDO,QWKLV
UHVSHFWDFRPSDULVRQEHWZHHQ²\HDUROGFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVLVSDUWLFXODUO\XVHIXODV
PXFKZRUNKDVDOUHDG\EHHQFRQGXFWHGRQKRZWKHWZRJURXSVGLˤHULQWKHFRPSXWD-
tion of scalar implicatures. Amidst considerable variation in the reported rates at which 
FKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVFRPSXWHLPSOLFDWXUHVDIDLUO\UREXVW˚QGLQJKDVEHHQWKDWFKLOGUHQ
typically compute fewer implicatures than adults do (Chierchia et al. 2001; Gualmini 
HW¬DO1RYHFN3DSDIUDJRX	0XVROLQR)RSSRORHWDODPRQJPDQ\
others). For example, children typically accept sentences such as (53) in situations where 
the stronger alternative (53a) is also true. This observation has usually been taken to indi-
cate that children fail to compute the implicature in (53b).
(53) To liontaraki kuvalise merika apo(?(?(?)?(?ലഝഌ(?)?)?)?lion carried ഌ)?)?(?of
ta mila!(?(?(?)?(?ലഝ)?)?(%(?(?apples
The lion carried some of the apples!
a. The lion carried all of the apples.
b. ֧ The lion didnt carry all of the apples. ഌ(?(%)?(%)?)I)?)?)?)I(?(%ഝല)?(?
Certain factors have been shown to impact childrens performance on scalar implica-
tures, such as, for example, making the scalar alternatives more salient in the context (for 
 discussion of potentially relevant factors, see Papafragou & Tantalou 2004; Barner et al. 
2011; Katsos & Bishop 2011; Stiller et al. 2015; Hochstein et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2016; 
Skordos & Papafragou 2016; Tieu et al. 2016; 2017c, among others). What matters for our 
purposes is that if multiplicity and abundance inferences are scalar implicatures, then we 
might also expect children not to compute such inferences from sentences like (54) and 
(55) below, or at least to do so less often than adults do.16,17
 14 The two could also potentially be judged true by overriding the Strongest Meaning principle and assigning 
the weaker interpretation. What is important for us is that this applies equally to both of the sentences.
 151RWHDOVR WKDW WKHKRPRJHQHLW\DSSURDFK .ULݰGLVFXVVHGEULH˜\ LQ IRRWQRWHSUHGLFWV WKH VDPH
 status for the positive and negative cases and therefore, everything being equal, predicts the same pattern 
of responses in both cases.
 16 We focus here on the prediction of the account by Spector (2007). The predictions of other approaches, like WKHORFDODSSURDFKE\0D\UDQGRWKHUVPLJKWGLˤHULIWKHOHYHODWZKLFKLPSOLFDWXUHVDUHFDOFXODWHG
(local vs. global) plays a role in childrens (and adults) computation of such implicatures. The predictions of 
Sauerland (2003) and Sauerland et al. (2005) on the other hand, depend on the acquisition of the Maximize 
Presupposition principle and its restrictions.
 17 The recursive nature of the multiplicity and abundance inference derivation in Spectors (2007) approach 
(see Appendix A) could in principle play a role here by for instance adding processing complexity. This in 
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(54) I tighri fed.3ഌ(?ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
a. The tiger fed one or more pigs.
b. ֧The tiger fed more than one pig. )?ല)?ഝ)I)?)?)I(?)Iഝ൰)I)?(?(?)?(?)?(?(?
(55) Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar.
a. The zebra dropped a little or more than a little sugar.
b. ֧The zebra dropped a lot of sugar. (%(?ല)?(?(%)?(?(?)I)?(?(?)?(?)?(?(?
While the implicature approach makes a fairly clear prediction about how children should 
perform on multiplicity and abundance inferences compared to adults, what the  ambiguity 
approach predicts instead depends on whether the children being tested have already 
acquired the two proposed meanings of the plural, and whether they are able to comply 
with the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis in an adult-like fashion. In particular, under the 
ambiguity approach, there could be three reasons for children to display non-adult-like 
performance on plural sentences like the above (see discussion in Tieu et al. 2018; Tieu 
& Romoli 2018):
(a) Children have only acquired the exclusive meaning of plurals;
(b) Children have only acquired the inclusive meaning of plurals;
(c)  Children have acquired both meanings of the plural but have not yet 
 mastered adult-like application of the Strongest Meaning principle.
These three potential developmental scenarios would lead to distinct patterns of behaviour 
from children, compared to adults. Recall that for adults, the plural is typically  interpreted 
exclusively in upward-entailing contexts but inclusively in downward-entailing contexts. 
With this in mind, we can formulate the predicted patterns of behaviour arising from 
VFHQDULRVD²FDVIROORZV
(a)  predicts that children will behave like adults in their interpretation of the 
plural in upward-entailing contexts but not in downward-entailing contexts.
(b)  makes the opposite prediction: children will behave like adults in their 
interpretation of the plural in downward-entailing contexts but not in 
 upward-entailing contexts.
(c)  predicts that children may not be guided by the relative strength of the two 
PHDQLQJVLQWKHLUVHOHFWLRQRIWKHGLˤHUHQWUHDGLQJVDFURVVXSZDUGDQG
 downward-entailing contexts.18,19
WXUQFRXOGDGGWRWKHGL˞FXOW\FKLOGUHQPLJKWKDYHLQFDOFXODWLQJWKHVHLQIHUHQFHV:HQRWHKHUHKRZHYHU
that the results of Tieu et al.s (2016) study comparing free choice inferences and scalar implicatures 
 suggest that children do not have problems with recursive computation of implicatures per se (at least 
under the assumption that free choice is derived via recursive computation of the implicature process, Fox 
2007).
 18 It is reasonable to assume that without a guiding principle like the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis, children 
will charitably select the true interpretation in the context, in which case they may potentially behave in a 
non-adult-like manner in both upward- and downward-entailing contexts, depending on what readings the 
context makes true.
 197LHX HW DO·V E VWXG\ RQ SOXUDO SUHGLFDWH FRQMXQFWLRQ SURYLGHV VRPH HYLGHQFH WKDW ²\HDUROG
 children might actually be adult-like in relation to the Strongest Meaning principle, at least in that domain. 
However, we think it is fair to say that it is still very much open how children at this age behave more 
 generally with respect to this principle.
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2.3.3 Comparison among inferences
The formal theories of inferences we have outlined do not make direct predictions about 
processing or acquisition. They do, however, make general predictions about whether 
WKHVHLQIHUHQFHVVKRXOGEHFODVVL˚HGWRJHWKHURUQRW%DVHGRQWKLVZHFDQPDNHSURJUHVV
in our understanding of these inferences by comparing them directly, in the spirit of 
Chemla & Bott (2014: 394):
Methodologically, we showed how to use processing data to inform linguistic 
FODVVL˚FDWLRQHQWHUSULVHV,WUHTXLUHVERWKDFDUHIXOH[DPLQDWLRQRIPRGHUQOLQJXLV-
tic theories and a realization of their predictions at a cognitively relevant level. 
8QIRUWXQDWHO\ VSHFL˚F FRJQLWLYH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV RI IRUPDO WKHRULHV DUH RIWHQ
PLVVLQJRUKLJKO\XQGHUVSHFL˚HG%\WDUJHWLQJcomparisonsEHWZHHQGLˤHUHQWW\SHV
RI LQIHUHQFHVKRZHYHUSURJUHVVFDQEHPDGHRQWKHFODVVL˚FDWLRQWDVNZLWKRXW
being committed to distort the formal models or post-hoc cognitive reconstructions 
of them.
This approach has recently been applied to study the processing of various inferences in 
adults and their acquisition by young children.20 Comparing inferences is relevant for our 
SXUSRVHVEHFDXVH WKH LPSOLFDWXUHDQGDPELJXLW\ DSSURDFKHV DOVRGLˤHUZKHQZH ORRN
VSHFL˚FDOO\DWWKHFRPSDULVRQEHWZHHQVFDODULPSOLFDWXUHVRQWKHRQHKDQGDQGPXOWL-
plicity/abundance inferences on the other. This is because if multiplicity and abundance 
inferences are derived as a kind of scalar implicature, the implicature approach predicts 
that the behavioural pattern associated with these inferences should mirror that of other 
scalar implicatures. The exact nature of this uniformity prediction is in fact complicated 
by the fact that adults rates of implicature computation have been reported to vary quite 
ZLGHO\ DFURVV GLˤHUHQW OH[LFDO VFDOHV YDQ7LHO HW DO  )RU H[DPSOH WKH ¶QRW DOO·
implicature of some was found to be computed much more by adults than the not love 
implicature of like. Importantly, however, following Tieu et al. (2018), we argue that if 
we look at the comparison between the scalar implicature of some and the multiplicity 
DQGDEXQGDQFHLQIHUHQFHVDFURVVGLˤHUHQWSRSXODWLRQVNHHSLQJWKHFRQWH[WDQGSDUDGLJP
constant, there remains an expectation of a uniform pattern, regardless of whether the 
WKUHH LQIHUHQFHVGLˤHUZLWKLQDVLQJOHSRSXODWLRQ%DVHGRQ7LHXHWDO ZHFDQ
formulate the uniformity prediction of the implicature approach as follows:
(56) Uniformity prediction of the implicature approach: If multiplicity  inferences, 
abundance inferences, and scalar implicatures are of the same nature, we expect 
WRREVHUYH WKH VDPHSDWWHUQRIEHWZHHQJURXS GLˤHUHQFHV RUEHWZHHQJURXS
similarities) when we investigate the three kinds of inferences.
,QRWKHUZRUGVZKLOHWKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKLVFRPSDWLEOHZLWKZLWKLQSRSXODWLRQGLˤHU-
ences, it predicts a similar pattern across populations with respect to the three inferences.
The ambiguity approach, on the other hand, makes no particular predictions with respect to 
the relationship between standard implicatures on the one hand, and  multiplicity/ abundance 
inferences on the other. Whatever data we obtain about this relationship therefore will not 
constitute an argument for nor against the ambiguity approach. As we will discuss fur-
ther below, however, the data from the multiplicity and abundance inferences alone will 
 20 In addition to Chemla & Bott (2014), see also Tieu et al. (2016) on free choice, Singh et al. (2016) and Tieu HWDOFRQWKHLQIHUHQFHVRIGLVMXQFWLRQ7LHXHWDORQPXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHV7LHXHW¬DO
(2017a) on homogeneity, Cremers et al. (2017) on exhaustive readings of embedded questions,  Cremers HW¬DO WRDSSHDURQ WHPSRUDO LQIHUHQFHVDQG&KHPOD	%RWW DQG5RPROL	6FKZDU] RQ
 certain presuppositions.
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VX˞FHWREHDUGLUHFWO\RQWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFKLQSDUWLFXODUSRVLQJDFKDOOHQJHIRUWKH
approach.
In sum, while both the ambiguity and implicature approaches make the same prediction 
with respect to the pattern of multiplicity and abundance inferences in upward- vs. down-
ZDUGHQWDLOLQJFRQWH[WVWKH\GLˤHULQWKHSUHGLFWLRQVWKH\PDNHUHJDUGLQJFKLOGUHQ·VDQG
adults interpretations of the plural, as well as how the plural inferences should compare 
with standard implicatures.21
,QWKHQH[WVHFWLRQZHEULH˜\GHVFULEH7LHXHWDO·VVWXGLHVZKLFKWHVWHG
the predictions of these approaches for the multiplicity inference in English. We then 
discuss how their paradigm can be adapted to multiplicity and abundance inferences in 
Greek.
3 Previous studies
We will focus here on the experiments reported in Tieu et al. (2014; 2018), as they are 
the most relevant for our purposes. For an overview of experimental work on semantic 
approaches to plurality, see Tieu & Romoli (2018).
Tieu et al. (2014; 2018) conducted a pair of experiments aimed at detecting multiplic-
ity inferences in preschool-aged children. The experiments were aimed at testing the 
developmental uniformity prediction that arises from the scalar implicature approach 
to multiplicity inferences, namely that childrens performance on multiplicity inferences 
should mirror their performance on standard scalar implicatures. Tieu et al. (2014) 
WHVWHGWKHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHSOXUDOLQD˞UPDWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHGHFODUDWLYHVHQWHQFHV
with the expectation that multiplicity inferences would appear in the former but not the 
latter. The authors used a Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain & Thornton 1998); partici-
pants watched a series of short stories and then had to judge a puppets descriptions of 
the  stories. For example, in one of the stories, a girl named Emily visited a pig farm and 
wanted to feed the pigs. However, she had a small amount of food and was only able to 
feed one pig. At the end of the story, the puppet uttered either the test sentence in (57a) 
or (57b).
(57) a. 3ല)?)?(?ഝ Emily fed pigs! Plural positive target
b. 3ല)?)?(?ഝ Emily didnt feed pigs! Plural negative target
Participants were expected to accept the positive (57a) if they accessed the weak inclusive 
meaning of the plural, but to reject the sentence if they computed the multiplicity infer-
ence. On the other hand, participants were expected to reject the negative (57b) if they 
accessed only the literal meaning of the test sentence, but to accept the sentence if they 
computed the multiplicity inference locally under negation.
,Q WKHLU˚UVW H[SHULPHQW7LHXHW DO  WHVWHG(QJOLVKVSHDNLQJ DQG
5-year-olds and 43 adult native speakers of English. The adult participants rejected posi-
tive targets like (57a) 92% of the time, but accepted negative targets like (57b) 42% of 
the time, suggesting they computed more multiplicity inferences in upward-entailing than 
in downward-entailing environments. Children, on the other hand, computed multiplicity 
inferences only 40% of the time in response to the positive targets, and 19% of the time 
in response to the negative targets.
 21 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, a case in which the two approaches would make similar 
 predictions is the case in (51), in which the continuation forces a reading with the abundance inference 
under negation. In fact, this would be an interesting test of the hypothesis that children go through a VWDJH LQZKLFK WKH\RQO\KDYH WKH LQFOXVLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQDV WKH\VKRXOG WKHQ˚QGVHQWHQFHV OLNH
 unacceptable. We leave this to future research.
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In a second experiment, Tieu et al. (2018) conducted a more direct comparison of the 
plurality inference and classical scalar implicatures by including a some implicature condi-
tion. The plural targets and scalar implicature targets were made to be maximally similar 
in structure. On one of the plural targets, for example, the zebra picked a single banana at 
the orchard, and the puppet uttered the test sentence in (58a); on one of the scalar impli-
cature targets, Lion carried four out of four apples in his basket at the orchard, and the 
puppet uttered the sentence in (59a). In both cases, participants were expected to accept 
the test sentence if they accessed only the literal meaning, and to reject the sentence if 
they computed the relevant inferences, i.e. (58b) and (59b).
(58) a. Zebra picked bananas.
b. ֧ Zebra picked more than one banana
(59) a. Lion carried some of the apples.
b. ֧Lion carried some but not all of the apples
7KH UHVXOWV RI WKH VHFRQG H[SHULPHQW ZHUH VLPLODU WR WKH UHVXOWV RI WKH ˚UVW $GXOWV
again computed more multiplicity inferences in upward-entailing than in downward- 
entailing  contexts (75% vs. 19%), and children (17 4- and 5-year-olds) computed fewer 
 multiplicity  inferences than adults (16% in the upward-entailing condition vs. 4% in the 
 downward-entailing  condition). A similar pattern was observed for the scalar implicature 
of some, with  children computing fewer implicatures than adults (adults 81% vs. children 
&KLOGUHQ·VUHVSRQVHVWRWKHWZRNLQGVRILQIHUHQFHWDUJHWVZHUHDOVRVLJQL˚FDQWO\
 correlated.
Overall, Tieu et al.s (2018) results provide evidence in support of the scalar implicature 
approach to multiplicity inferences, at least in English. We turn now to our experiment, 
which adapts the approach of Tieu et al. (2018) and extends it to multiplicity and abun-
dance inferences in Greek.
4 Experiment
In order to test the uniformity prediction for both abundance and multiplicity inferences, 
as compared to standard scalar implicatures, we extended Tieu et al.s (2018) paradigm, 
XVLQJDPRGL˚HGYHUVLRQRI.DWVRV	%LVKRS·VWHUQDU\MXGJPHQWWDVNZKLFKZDV
originally used to test children on implicatures.
4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Participants
We tested 69 Greek-speaking children and 63 adult native speakers of Greek. 41 children 
²\HDUVPHDQDJHDQGDGXOWVFRPSOHWHGWKHFRXQWQRXQFRQGLWLRQDQG
FKLOGUHQ²\HDUVPHDQDJHDQGDGXOWVSDUWLFLSDWHGLQWKHPDVVQRXQFRQGL-
tion. All children were tested in Rhodes, Greece. Due to practical constraints, adults in the 
count noun condition were tested in Belfast, UK, while adults in the mass noun condition 
were tested in Rhodes. We excluded from analysis any participants who answered fewer 
than 5/8 control trials correctly, leaving a total of 33 adults and 34 children in the count 
noun condition, and 21 adults and 21 children in the mass noun condition.
4.1.2 Procedure
Participants were presented with short animations on a laptop, prepared in a Power-
Point presentation. To begin, participants were familiarized with a puppet with whom 
they would interact throughout the experiment. In reality, the puppet and her utterances 
were prerecorded. Subsequently, an experimenter read a series of short stories that were 
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accompanied by the animations. After each story, the experimenter asked a question to 
the puppet, and the puppet responded with the test sentence. Participants were instructed 
to judge the puppets utterances by rewarding the puppet with one, two, or three straw-
berries, depending on her performance. The participants were given clear instructions on 
WKHGLˤHUHQWFKRLFHVRIUHZDUG,IWKH\WKRXJKWWKHSXSSHWGLGQ·WDQVZHUZHOOWKH\ZHUH
instructed to give her only one strawberry; if they thought she answered well, they were 
LQVWUXFWHGWRJLYHKHUWKUHHVWUDZEHUULHV˚QDOO\LIWKH\WKRXJKWWKHSXSSHW·VDQVZHUZDV
not perfect but somewhat okay, they were instructed to give her two strawberries. Previ-
ous experimental studies have employed this type of ternary task with children and have 
shown that they can make use of the middle reward appropriately. In particular, similar 
to adults, children appear to distinguish between clearly false controls, to which they give 
the minimal reward, and target items, for which they tend to use the middle value (see 
Katsos & Bishop 2011 and Tieu et al. 2017a).
In order to reward the puppet, children moved cutouts of the strawberries to a basket in 
which the puppet was collecting her strawberries, and the experimenter recorded the par-
ticipants answers. Adult participants, on the other hand, received a response sheet with 
the rewards indicated next to each experimental trial (one, two, and three strawberries), 
and were asked to circle the appropriate number of strawberries depending on the pup-
pets performance. The response sheets also contained space for participants to give brief 
explanations for their responses. The task took about 20 minutes to complete for adults, 
and 30 minutes for children.
4.1.3 Materials
There were four factors manipulated in the experiment: group (child vs. adult), condition 
(plural vs. scalar implicature, within subjects), polarity within the plural condition (posi-
tive vs. negative, within subjects), and noun type (mass vs. count, between subjects). The 
plural and scalar implicature conditions were presented in blocks, with order counterbal-
anced across participants. Each participant received 10 target trials and 8 control trials. A 
full list of the materials can be found in Appendix B.
In the scalar implicature condition (adapted from Tieu et al. 2014; 2018), participants 
were presented with stories in which the protagonist acted in some way on a whole set 
of objects introduced in the story. When asked by the experimenter to describe what had 
happened in the story, the puppet answered using the scalar term merika some, as exem-
SOL˚HGLQVHHFigureIRUWKH˚QDOVOLGHRIWKHVWRU\
(60) Context: The lion carried all of the apples.
[E:] Okay, Ellie, so the tiger didnt carry any oranges. What about apples?
[P:] To liontaraki kuvalise merika apo ta mila!(?(?(?)?(?ലഝഌ(?)?)?)?lion carried ഌ)?)?(?of (?(?(?)?(?ലഝ)?)?(%(?(?apples
The lion carried some of the apples!
If participants accessed the scalar implicature of some, interpreting the sentence as the lion is 
carrying some but not all of the applesWKHQWKH\ZHUHH[SHFWHGWR˚ QGWKHSXSSHW·VXWWHUDQFH
infelicitous in the context, and therefore were expected to give the puppet one or two straw-
berries. If they instead interpreted the sentence on its literal meaning, which is true in the 
context, they were expected to give the puppet the maximal reward of three strawberries.
Consider next the plural condition. Here it was made clear in the stories that the multi-
plicity inferences and abundance inferences triggered by the plural did not hold; see (61) 
and (62) for examples of the multiplicity and abundance targets, respectively; Figure 2 
provides the corresponding pictures.
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(61) Multiplicity inference target: The tiger is visiting the farm today. Look at these 
cows and pigs! The tiger wants to feed the animals, but she only has a little bit of 
food. The tiger feeds this pig over here. Now she has no more food, so she doesnt 
feed the rest of the animals. So remember, the tiger only fed this pig here! Now 
lets see if Ellies paying attention.
[E:] Okay, Ellie, so the tiger didnt feed any cows. What about pigs?
[P:] I tighri taise ghurunia!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed.3ഌ(?pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs!
(62) Abundance inference target: The zebra is helping her mother to bake today. 
/RRNDWWKHVXJDUDQGHJJV7KH]HEUDZDQWVWRDGG˜RXUWRWKHFDNH6KHLVYHU\
careful not to drop anything on the table. The zebra is very careful and she drops 
only a small amount of sugar on the table. The zebra did not drop any eggs. So 
remember, the zebra only dropped this small amount of sugar! Now lets see if 
Ellies paying attention.
[E:] Okay, Ellie, so the zebra didnt drop any eggs. What about sugars?
[P:] Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar!
Figure 1: Target image for (60).
Figure 2: Target image for (61) and (63) (left), in which the tiger only fed one pig, and for (62) and 
(64) (right), in which the zebra only dropped a little bit of sugar.
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Both kinds of inferences were presented in the positive, as in (61) and (62), and in the 
negative, as in (63) and (64) (accompanying the stories in (61) and (62), respectively):22
(63) I tighri dhen taise ghurunia!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed.3ഌ(?pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs!
(64) Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugar!
On the implicature approach, participants were expected to interpret the positive targets 
with their respective multiplicity/abundance inferences (i.e. The tiger fed more than one 
pig/The zebra dropped a lot of sugar); given these inferences were incompatible with the 
context, participants were expected to reward the puppet with either one or two strawber-
ries. For the negative targets, participants were expected to interpret these without their 
respective multiplicity/abundance inferences (i.e. The tiger didnt feed any pig/The zebra 
didnt drop any sugar); they were therefore expected to give the puppet a non-maximal 
reward. Similar predictions are made by the ambiguity approach: in upward-entailing 
contexts, the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis would lead participants to interpret the posi-
tive sentences on their exclusive interpretation (i.e. The tiger fed more than one pig/The 
zebra dropped a lot of sugar) and would therefore give a non-maximal reward to the pup-
pet in contexts like (61) and (62). In downward-entailing contexts, on the other hand, the 
Strongest Meaning Hypothesis would favour the inclusive interpretation of the sentence 
(i.e. The tiger didnt feed any pig/The zebra didnt drop any sugar), which would predict non-
maximal rewards to the puppet for the negative targets in the same contexts above.
In addition to the target trials, participants also received eight control trials that allowed 
us to ensure that they could give minimal and maximal rewards where appropriate. Four 
of the control trials corresponded to clearly true plural sentences that were expected to 
elicit the maximal reward of three strawberries, as in (65) and (66). In the positive exam-
SOH LQ WKHPXOWLSOLFLW\ LQIHUHQFH LVVDWLV˚HG LQ WKHQHJDWLYHH[DPSOH LQ WKH
sentence refers to the other mentioned set of objects.
(65) Positive control: The chicken loves to visit the petting zoo. Look at these cats and 
dogs! The chicken wants to feed the animals, but she only has a little bit of food. 
The chicken feeds these four cats over here. Now she has no more food, so she 
doesnt feed the rest of the animals. So remember, the chicken only fed these four 
cats here! Now lets see if Ellies paying attention.
[E:] Okay, Ellie, so the chicken didnt feed any dogs. What about cats?
[P:] I kota taise ghates!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?chicken fed.3ഌ(?cat.)?)?
The chicken fed cats!
(66) Negative control: The tiger loves to visit the petting zoo. Look at these turtles 
and mice! The tiger wants to feed the animals, but she only has a little bit of food. 
The tiger feeds these four turtles over here. Now she has no more food, so she 
doesnt feed the rest of the animals. So remember, the tiger only fed these four 
turtles here! Now lets see if Ellies paying attention.
 22 To keep things interesting for children, we varied the actual stories across the positive and negative 
 conditions.
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[E:] Okay, Ellie, so the tiger didnt feed any turtles. What about mice?
[P:] I tighri dhen taise pontikia!(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed.3ഌ(?mouse.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed mice!
The remaining four control trials corresponded to negation controls. These involved 
QHJDWLYHVHQWHQFHVWKDWFRQWDLQHGDGH˚QLWHQRXQSKUDVHLQVWHDGRIDEDUHSOXUDO7KHVH
trials could be associated with either a minimal reward target or a maximal reward target; 
the experimenter dynamically selected either the clearly true target sentence (uttered in 
a pre-recorded videoclip) or the clearly false target, depending on how participants were 
responding to the critical target trials. These controls allowed us to ensure that partici-
pants could properly interpret negation independently of the plural, and also allowed us to 
balance the overall number of minimal and maximal rewards given across the  experiment.
(67) Negation control: The frog loves to color shapes with his paint. Look at these 
stars and hearts! The frog wants to paint the shapes, but he only has a little bit 
of his favourite yellow paint. The frog paints these four stars over here. Now he 
has no more paint, so he leaves the hearts colorless. So remember, the frog only 
painted these four stars here! Now lets see if Ellies paying attention.
[E:] Okay, Ellie, can you tell us something about the story?
[P:] O vatrahos dhen evapse tis kardhies!(?(?(?)?(%ഌ(?ഌ(?)?)?)?frog )?(?(?painted (?(?(?(?(?)?)?)?(%(?(?heart.) )?
The frog didnt paint the hearts!
[P:] O vatrahos dhen evapse ta asteria!(?(?(?)?(%ഌ(?ഌ(?)?)?)?frog )?(?(?painted (?(?(?)?(?ലഝ)?)?(%(?(?star.)?)?
The frog didnt paint the stars!
To sum up, each participant received 2 training items, followed by 10 test trials: 6 critical 
plural targets (3 positive, 3 negative) and 4 scalar implicature targets, and 8 control trials: 
4 clearly true positive/negative plural controls, and 4 clearly true or clearly false negation 
controls. The plural and scalar implicature targets were presented in blocks, with order 
counterbalanced across participants. Within the plural block, the test and control trials 
were pseudorandomized.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Count noun condition
Figure 3 displays the percentage of 1-, 2-, and 3-strawberry responses to the positive and 
QHJDWLYHFRXQWQRXQWDUJHWV:H˚WWHGDPL[HGHˤHFWVRUGLQDOUHJUHVVLRQPRGHOWRWKH
plural data with Group (baseline: adults), Polarity (baseline: positive), and their interac-
WLRQDV˚ [HGHˤHFWVDQGE\SDUWLFLSDQWLQWHUFHSWVDQGE\SDUWLFLSDQWVORSHVIRU3RODULW\DV
UDQGRPHˤHFWV7KHPRGHOUHYHDOHGVLJQL˚FDQWHˤHFWVRI3RODULW\ǜ ²z ²
p<.001) and Group (ǜ= 4.01, z = 4.17, p<.001), and no interaction between Polarity 
and Group (p>.05). Overall, participants were more likely to give lower ratings to the 
negative target sentences, children tended to give higher rewards than adults, and this 
EHWZHHQJURXSGLˤHUHQFHGLGQRWYDU\DFURVVWKHSRODULWLHV
4.2.2 Mass noun condition
Figure 4 displays the percentage of 1-, 2-, and 3-strawberry responses to the positive and 
QHJDWLYHPDVVQRXQ WDUJHWV:H˚WWHGDPL[HGHˤHFWVRUGLQDO UHJUHVVLRQPRGHO WR WKH
 plural mass noun data with Group (baseline: adults), Polarity (baseline: positive), and 
WKHLULQWHUDFWLRQDV˚ [HGHˤHFWVDQGE\SDUWLFLSDQWLQWHUFHSWVDQGE\SDUWLFLSDQWVORSHVIRU
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3RODULW\DVUDQGRPHˤHFWV7KHPRGHOUHYHDOHGVLJQL˚FDQWHˤHFWVRI3RODULW\ǜ¬ ¬²
]¬ ²p<.001) and Group (ǜ= 2.02, z = 3.59, pDQGDVLJQL˚FDQWLQWHUDF-
tion between Polarity and Group (ǜ ²z = 1.99, p<.05). Overall, participants 
were more likely to give lower ratings to the negative target sentences, children tended 
WRJLYHKLJKHUUHZDUGVWKDQDGXOWVDQGWKHUHZDVOHVVRIDGLˤHUHQFHEHWZHHQDGXOWVDQG
children on the negative targets compared to the positive targets.
4.2.3 Multiplicity vs. abundance inferences vs. scalar implicatures
We now consider the results across all the positive conditions, namely the positive 
 multiplicity inference targets, the positive abundance inference targets, and the scalar 
implicature targets. Figure 5 displays the proportions of reward types given in response to 
these targets, across the two groups.
Figure 3: Count nouns: Proportion of 1-, 2-, and 3-strawberry responses to positive and negative 
targets.
Figure 4: Mass nouns: Proportion of 1-, 2-, and 3-strawberry responses to positive and negative 
targets.
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:H ˚WWHG D PL[HG HˤHFWV RUGLQDO UHJUHVVLRQ PRGHO WR WKH SRVLWLYH SOXUDO DQG VFDODU
implicature data, with Group (baseline: adults), Inference Type (baseline: multiplicity 
LQIHUHQFHVDQGWKHLULQWHUDFWLRQDV˚[HGHˤHFWVDQGUDQGRPE\SDUWLFLSDQWLQWHUFHSWV
7KHPRGHO UHYHDOHGD VLJQL˚FDQWHˤHFWRI*URXSZLWKFKLOGUHQJLYLQJKLJKHU UHZDUGV
than adults (ǜ= 3.21, z = 6.35, p7KHPRGHODOVRUHYHDOHGVLJQL˚FDQWHˤHFWVRI
Inference Type, with participants giving higher rewards for the mass noun targets than 
for the count noun targets (ǜ= 1.10, z = 2.62, p<.01), and lower rewards for the  scalar 
implicature targets than for the count noun targets (ǜ ² z = ²p<.001). 
7KHUHZHUH QR VLJQL˚FDQW LQWHUDFWLRQV EHWZHHQ*URXS DQG ,QIHUHQFH7\SHZKHQ FRP-
paring count nouns to mass nouns nor when comparing count nouns to scalar implica-
tures (both p>.05). In sum, children tended to give higher rewards than adults overall, 
participants computed fewer abundance inferences than multiplicity inferences, partici-
SDQWVFRPSXWHGPRUHVFDODULPSOLFDWXUHVWKDQPXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHVDQGWKHGLˤHUHQFH
EHWZHHQFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVGLGQRWYDU\VLJQL˚FDQWO\DFURVVWKHFRXQWQRXQDQGPDVV
noun conditions nor across the count noun and scalar implicature conditions.
Summarising, while the inferences were not all computed at the same rates within the 
two groups (a point to which we return below), the results overall are in line with the 
XQLIRUPLW\SUHGLFWLRQZHLGHQWL˚HGIRUWKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKDGXOWVFRPSXWHGPRUH
multiplicity and abundance inferences in positive than in negative contexts, and com-
puted more of both than children, in parallel with the merika some targets. The pattern of 
DQDORJRXVGLˤHUHQFHVEHWZHHQFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVLQDOOWKUHHLQIHUHQFHVLQFRPELQDWLRQ
ZLWKWKHHˤHFWRISRODULW\LVLQOLQHZLWKDQLPSOLFDWXUHDFFRXQWRIPXOWLSOLFLW\DQGDEXQ-
GDQFHLQIHUHQFHVDQGVXJJHVWVDXQL˚FDWLRQRIWKHHˤHFWVRISOXUDOPRUSKRORJ\DFURVVWKH
mass and count divide.
5 General discussion
The results of the present experiment reveal that adult native speakers of Greek interpret 
plural sentences as giving rise to multiplicity and abundance inferences in positive but 
not in negative contexts, replicating in Greek the results reported for English in Tieu 
HWDO7KLV˚QGLQJLVLQOLQHZLWKERWKWKHDPELJXLW\DQGWKHLPSOLFDWXUH
approaches. The child participants in the present study, on the other hand, computed 
fewer of both kinds of inferences than adults, in both positive and negative environments. 
Figure 5: Percentage of 1-, 2-, and 3-strawberry responses across inferences and groups.
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7KLV˚QGLQJLVLQOLQHZLWKWKHSUHGLFWLRQVRIWKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKEXWDVZHZLOO
discuss further below, poses a challenge for the ambiguity approach.23 Moreover, the 
similar behaviour displayed by children in terms of their interpretation of the plural and 
their interpretation of the scalar term merika some provides further suggestive evidence 
IRUDQLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKWRWKHSOXUDOLQIHUHQFHV7KHSDWWHUQRIDQDORJRXVGLˤHUHQFHV
EHWZHHQFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVDFURVVWKHWKUHHLQIHUHQFHVDOVRVXSSRUWVDXQL˚HGDSSURDFK
WRWKHHˤHFWVRISOXUDOPRUSKRORJ\DFURVVWKHPDVVDQGFRXQWGLYLGH/HWXVQRZGLVFXVV
LQIXUWKHUGHWDLOVRPHRIWKHVSHFL˚F˚QGLQJVDQGWKHLULPSOLFDWLRQV
5.1 Adults
5.1.1 Sensitivity to polarity
2QHRI WKHPDLQ˚QGLQJVRI WKHSUHVHQWVWXG\ LV WKDWERWKPXOWLSOLFLW\DQGDEXQGDQFH
LQIHUHQFHVLQ*UHHNDUHVHQVLWLYHWRSRODULW\7KDWLVDGXOWVJDYHVLJQL˚FDQWO\PRUHLQIHU-
ence-consistent responses in the positive condition than they did in the negative  condition, 
rejecting sentences like those in (68) and (69) in contexts in which the tiger fed exactly 
one pig and in which the zebra dropped a small amount of sugar, respectively.
(68) a. I tighri taise ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed.3ഌ(?pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
b. I tighri dhen taise ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed.ഌ(?pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs.
(69) a. Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra her.(?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugar.
b. Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?. (?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(?her fell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugar.
This observed sensitivity to monotonicity is in line with previous results reported for 
English in Tieu et al. (2014; 2018), and is unsurprising on both the ambiguity and the 
implicature approaches.
5.1.2 Response patterns for positive and negative targets
7KHUHVXOWVDOVRFOHDUO\VKRZWKDWDGXOWVUHVSRQGHGGLˤHUHQWO\WRWKHSRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYH
cases: they tended to give the intermediate value in the positive case but the lowest 
value in the negative case, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. This pattern is in line 
ZLWK²DQGHYHQH[SHFWHGRQ²WKHLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFKZKLFKFDQDFFRXQWIRUWKHSDW-
tern  straightforwardly by mapping the lowest value to falsity of the literal meaning and 
the intermediate value to the falsity of the implicature. By contrast, it is less clear how 
WKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFKPLJKWFDSWXUHWKLVGLˤHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHSRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYH
UHVSRQVHSDWWHUQVVLQFHLWGRHVQRWSUHGLFWDQ\GLˤHUHQFHLQWKHVWDWXVRIWKHVRXUFHRI
 23 It is worth keeping in mind that Farkas & de Swart (2010), Grimm (2013), and Martí (2017) are exclusively 
concerned with count nouns; therefore only the results from our count noun condition can bear directly on 
their proposals. The results from the mass noun condition on the other hand represent an extension of the 
ambiguity approach to the mass domain, which we have discussed in detail above. The same holds for the LPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFK:HZRXOGDUJXHWKDWWKHVHH[WHQVLRQVDUHERWKMXVWL˚HGDQGQHFHVVDU\LQSXUVXLQJD XQL˚HG DFFRXQW RIPXOWLSOLFLW\ DQG DEXQGDQFH LQIHUHQFHV LQ D ODQJXDJH OLNH*UHHNZKLFK DOORZV IRU
 pluralisation across both domains.
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rejection in the positive and negative cases.24 In sum, the asymmetry across the polarities 
in adults is more in line with the implicature approach than the ambiguity approach.25
5.2 Children
Let us turn next to a comparison of childrens and adults responses to the target condi-
tions. While childrens behaviour on the positive and negative plural targets is in line 
with the predictions of the implicature approach, we believe it provides an important 
FKDOOHQJHIRUWKHDPELJXLW\DSSURDFK6SHFL˚FDOO\ZKLOHFKLOGUHQZHUHQRQDGXOWOLNHLQ
the  positive condition, they were adult-like in the negative condition.
Recall that under the ambiguity approach, the plural is ambiguous between an inclu-
sive and an exclusive interpretation, with the choice between two possible readings of 
a plural sentence being governed by the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis. Recall also that 
the exclusive interpretation of the plural leads to stronger readings in positive sentences, 
while in negative sentences it is the inclusive interpretation of the plural that leads to 
stronger readings. Adults are therefore expected to interpret plural morphology exclu-
sively in sentences like (70a) and (71a), but to interpret it inclusively in sentences like 
(70b) and (71b).
Indeed in our experiment adults mostly rejected sentences like (70a) and (71a) as well 
as sentences like (70b) and (71b) in contexts in which the tiger fed only one pig or the 
zebra dropped only a small amount of sugar, in line with these predictions. The results 
from adults are therefore consistent with the ambiguity approach.
(70) 3)?ല)?(%)?)Iഌ(?(?(?)?ല)?ഝ)?)?ല)?ഌ
a. I tighri taise ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger fed pig.)?)?
The tiger fed pigs.
(i) The tiger fed one or more pigs. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
(ii) The tiger fed more than one pig. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
b. I tighri dhen taise ghurunia.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?)?)?)?tiger )?(?(?fed pig.)?)?
The tiger didnt feed pigs.
(i) The tiger didnt feed one or more pigs. )I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
(ii) The tiger didnt feed more than one pig. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
(71) 3)?ല)?(%)?)Iഌ(?(?)?(%ഌഌ)?)?ല)?ഌ
a. Tis zebras tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra dropped sugars.
(i) The zebra dropped a little or more than a 
OLWWOH¬VXJDU
)I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
(ii) The zebra dropped a lot of sugar. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
b. Tis zebras dhen tis epesan zahar-es.(?(?(?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝzebra )?(?(? (?)?(?(?)?ഌ(?(?(%ഝfell.)?)?sugar-)?)?
The zebra didnt drop sugars.
(i) The zebra didnt drop a little or more than a 
OLWWOH¬VXJDU
)I)?(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ഌഝ)?)?)?(?
(ii) The zebra didnt drop a lot of sugar. (?൩(?)?ലഌ)Iൕ(?ൠ(?(%)s
 247KH GLˤHUHQFH LQ WKH SRVLWLYH DQG QHJDWLYH UHVSRQVH SDWWHUQV LV DOVR SUREOHPDWLF IRU WKH KRPRJHQHLW\DSSURDFKLQ.ULݰZKLFKDOVRSUHGLFWVWKHVDPHVRXUFHRIUHMHFWLRQIRUERWKFDVHVDQGKHQFHWKHVDPH
pattern of responses in the two cases.
 25 Thanks to Alexandre Cremers for discussion of this point.
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The child participants, on the other hand, mostly accepted sentences like (70a) and (71a), 
and rejected sentences like (70b) and (71b) in the same contexts (in which the tiger 
fed only one pig and the zebra dropped only a small amount of sugar). This suggests 
that children interpreted plural morphology inclusively in both the positive and negative 
sentences, yielding weak readings in positive contexts but strong readings in negative 
contexts (in both the count and mass conditions). This pattern of results is not straightfor-
wardly explained under the ambiguity approach.
In particular, as discussed in Subsection 2.3.2, the ambiguity approach gives rise to 
WKUHHPDLQSRVVLELOLWLHVIRUZK\FKLOGUHQPLJKWEHREVHUYHGWRGLˤHUIURPDGXOWV
(a) Children have only acquired the exclusive meaning of plurals;
(b) Children have only acquired the inclusive meaning of plurals;
(c)  Children have acquired both meanings of the plural but have not yet 
 mastered adult-like application of the Strongest Meaning principle.
Let us consider these possibilities in turn vis-a-vis our results. First, it is clear that (a) 
 cannot be on the right track, as children consistently opted for the inclusive meaning of 
WKHSOXUDO2SWLRQFLVDOVRVRPHZKDWGL˞FXOWWRUHFRQFLOHZLWKRXUUHVXOWVLIFKLOGUHQ
had access to both meanings of the plural, one might reasonably expect them to charitably 
select the one that yields a true reading in the context. This would amount to responding 
in a manner consistent with the weak interpretation of the plural sentences, i.e. by select-
ing the inclusive meaning of the plural on the positive targets and the exclusive meaning 
of the plural on the negative targets. But this pattern of charitability was not borne out by 
our experimental results, and it is unclear why, on this scenario, children should have var-
ied systematically between the positive and negative conditions in the way that they did.
The most promising of the three options appears to be option (b): if children only had 
access to the inclusive meaning of the plural, they would behave in exactly the fashion we 
REVHUYHG²DGXOWOLNHLQWKHQHJDWLYHFRQGLWLRQEXWQRQDGXOWOLNHLQWKHSRVLWLYHFRQGL-
tion. A major challenge for this explanation, however, comes from considerations of learn-
ability (see Tieu et al. 2018 for similar conclusions). If children initially start out with 
the inclusive meaning of the plural, it is unclear how they might then proceed to add the 
exclusive meaning of the plural, given that any context that makes the inclusive meaning 
true will also make the exclusive meaning true. This lack of negative evidence that would 
take the child from the inclusive to the exclusive meaning of the plural essentially gives 
rise to a subset problem, which has been much discussed in the context of other devel-
opmental phenomena (e.g., Berwick 1985; Crain et al. 1994; Gualmini & Schwarz 2009).
In sum, the behaviour of our child participants across the positive and negative mass 
and count noun conditions poses an important challenge for the ambiguity approach.
This pattern, however, is expected within the implicature approach, which predicts 
parallel patterns when we compare childrens and adults responses to the plural targets 
versus the scalar implicature targets. Indeed what we observe in our study is very much 
LQOLQHZLWKSUHYLRXVGHYHORSPHQWDO˚QGLQJVUHJDUGLQJVFDODULPSOLFDWXUHV&KLOGUHQDUH
non-adult-like in positive contexts, computing fewer implicatures than adults, but they 
are adult-like in negative contexts, which typically do not elicit implicatures from adults. 
Overall, then, our data from children and adults are consistent with the implicature 
approach but pose a challenge for the ambiguity approach.
5.3 Multiplicity vs. abundance inferences vs. implicatures
As discussed above, both multiplicity and abundance inferences exhibit the signature pat-
tern of scalar implicatures: the adults in our experiment computed more multiplicity and 
abundance inferences in positive than in negative contexts, and computed more of both 
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inferences than children did, in parallel with the merika some targets. The pattern of 
DQDORJRXVGLˤHUHQFHVEHWZHHQFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVDFURVVWKHWKUHHWDUJHWLQIHUHQFHVLQ
FRPELQDWLRQZLWKWKHHˤHFWRISRODULW\LVLQOLQHZLWKDXQL˚FDWLRQRIWKHHˤHFWVRISOXUDO
morphology across the mass and count divide in terms of an implicature account.
5.4 Variability in derivation rates across inferences
2QHDGGLWLRQDO˚QGLQJ IURPRXU H[SHULPHQWPHULWV IXUWKHUGLVFXVVLRQ 6SHFL˚FDOO\ WKH
inference computation rate observed in the adult participants varied across the three target 
inferences: the scalar implicature of merika some was computed the most, the abundance 
inference of the mass nouns was computed around half of the time, and the multiplicity 
inference of the count nouns was in between the two at around 75%. One might initially 
take this variation across inferences as problematic for an implicature approach; however, 
such diversity across scales has already been observed in the literature. In particular, van 
Tiel et al. (2014) investigated a variety of scalar implicatures and found a wide range of 
variability in terms of how often they were computed by adults.
van Tiel et al. (2014) argue that there are two factors that may explain the observed 
YDULDWLRQ DPRQJGLˤHUHQW VFDODU LQIHUHQFHV7KH˚UVW LV WKH semantic distinctness of the 
 alternatives on the scale, that is, how easy it is to perceive the distinction between the scale-
mates, e.g., the distinction between some and all. van Tiel et al. (2014)  operationalise 
this notion of distinctness by using two factors: semantic distance and boundedness. To 
investigate the role of semantic distance, the authors conducted an experiment in which 
they asked participants to rate how distant two scalar terms were; for example, partici-
SDQWVKDGWRGHFLGHKRZGLVWDQWRQDVFDOH IURP²WKH\ IRXQG VHQWHQFHV OLNHThis is 
okay vs. This is fantastic, compared to This is fantastic vs. This is marvellous. While van 
Tiel et al. did not test plural sentences, an explanation based on semantic distance could 
be extended to our study. In particular, our results could be explained by adults having 
perceived the scalemates some/all as more distant than the plural/singular scalemates 
(e.g., ghurunia pigs vs. ghuruni pig), which in turn would have been perceived as more 
distant than a similar pair involving mass nouns (e.g., zahares sugars vs. zahari sugar). 
As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, it is not intuitively obvious which pairs should 
EHSHUFHLYHGDVPRUHGLVWDQWFRPSDUHGWRRWKHUVVXFKSRWHQWLDOGLˤHUHQFHVLQVHPDQWLF
distance would have to be tested and compared along the lines of van Tiel et al. (2014).
The second factor is related to the nature of the scale, namely whether the scale is 
bounded or unbounded. In their experiment, van Tiel et al. (2014) observed that the alter-
natives associated with bounded scales were more likely to give rise to implicatures than 
those associated with unbounded scales. Our results are, at least prima facie, in line with 
this as well. The scale formed by some vs. all is clearly upper-bounded by the term all. The 
scale formed by the plural dogs vs. the singular dog is not upper-bounded by the singular 
alternative, but it is at least lower-bounded by it, given the atomic  elements forming the 
lower bound of the scale. On the other hand, the scale formed by the  plural waters vs. 
the singular water is neither upper- nor lower-bounded by the singular  alternative. In this 
sense, the fact that the abundance inference appears to be the weakest among the three 
would align with the idea that the boundedness of the scale plays a role in the observed 
variation.26
 26 This is true, we think, under any account of the denotation of mass nouns. For example, under an account that 
models the denotation of mass nouns as a whole semi-lattice structure without underlying atomic entities, the 
structure is not lower-bounded (see for example Link 1983; Krifka 1989). Alternatively, under the assumption 
that the denotation of mass nouns is formed from vague atoms (e.g., Chierchia 1998; 2010), it would be dif-˚FXOWWRLGHQWLI\WKHORZHUERXQGRIWKHVFDOHSUHFLVHO\GXHWRWKHYDJXHQDWXUHRIWKHHOHPHQWVIRUPLQJWKHVWUXFWXUHDQGWKLVPLJKWEHVX˞FLHQWWRUHQGHUWKHVFDOHQRQORZHUERXQGHGLQVRPHUHOHYDQWVHQVH
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Finally, in relation to the comparison between multiplicity and abundance inferences, 
one could also hypothesise that the varying context dependency of the scales plays a role. 
For example, one might propose that it is the distinction between what counts as small vs. 
not small in a context, as opposed to the distinction between what counts as a single vs. 
SOXUDOHQWLW\WKDWGULYHVWKHREVHUYHGGLˤHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHPDVVDQGFRXQWUHVXOWV,Q
particular, this could explain why abundance inferences were observed to be weaker than 
multiplicity inferences.
,QVXPZKLOHWKHGLˤHUHQFHVDPRQJDEXQGDQFHLQIHUHQFHVPXOWLSOLFLW\LQIHUHQFHVDQG
VFDODULPSOLFDWXUHVFRXOGSULPDIDFLHEHFKDOOHQJLQJIRUDXQL˚HGLPSOLFDWXUHDSSURDFK
they can be reconciled with such an approach on the basis of previous results regarding 
the diversity of scalar terms (van Tiel et al. 2014).
This said, an interesting aspect of our results is that while children computed the infer-
ences much less than adults, they also exhibited some amount of variation across them. 
7KLVUHTXLUHVDQH[WHQVLRQRIWKHDFFRXQWRIWKHYDULDELOLW\HˤHFWVLQDGXOWVDQGLQYHVWL-
gating whether the same factors play a role in children. In addition, recall that childrens 
inference rates varied between scalar implicatures, on the one hand, and multiplicity and 
DEXQGDQFHLQIHUHQFHVRQWKHRWKHUEXWWKDWWKHLUUDWHVRIWKHODWWHUWZRGLGQRWGLˤHUIURP
HDFKRWKHU7KLVFRXOGVLPSO\EHD˜ RRUHˤHFWJLYHQFKLOGUHQFRPSXWHGIHZRIERWKSOXUDO
inferences. Nevertheless, an analysis along the lines of what has been proposed to capture 
the variability observed in adults could conceivably be extended to explain the childrens 
response patterns.
)LQDOO\ DV ZH KDYH GLVFXVVHG GHVSLWH WKH ZLWKLQJURXS GLˤHUHQFHV WKH DQDORJRXV
EHWZHHQJURXSGLˤHUHQFHVDFURVVWKHWKUHHNLQGVRILQIHUHQFHVVXSSRUWDXQL˚HGDQDO\VLV
and are in line with the uniformity prediction of the implicature approach.
6 Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the abundance inferences of pluralised mass nouns as com-
pared to the multiplicity inferences of pluralised count nouns and the standard not all 
scalar implicature of merika some in Greek. Building on Tieu et al. (2014; 2018), we 
tested the predictions of two approaches accounting for this abundance inference: an 
ambiguity approach based on Farkas & de Swart (2010) and an implicature approach, as 
defended in Tsoulas (2009) and Kane et al. (2015), among others. As we discussed, both 
approaches can account for the sensitivity to monotonicity exhibited by such inferences, 
with adults giving more inference-consistent responses in upward-entailing than in down-
ward-entailing contexts. However, the fact that adults tended to use the intermediate 
rather than minimal reward in the positive condition compared to the negative condition 
is in line with the implicature approach, but poses a challenge for the ambiguity one. In 
addition, the results from children are also challenging for the ambiguity approach and 
are readily accounted for by the implicature approach. In particular, children were adult-
like in negative contexts but not in positive ones: they interpreted sentences containing 
pluralised mass nouns without the corresponding abundance inferences, in both positive 
and negative contexts. As we discussed, the implicature approach, but not the ambiguity 
approach, can straightforwardly account for this result. Previous developmental studies 
(as well as our own results regarding childrens interpretation of merika some) have 
revealed that without special facilitation, children in this age range tend to compute fewer 
implicatures than adults. Therefore, if an abundance inference is a scalar implicature, we 
expect children to similarly compute fewer abundance inferences than adults.
,QVXPRXURYHUDOOH[SHULPHQWDO˚QGLQJVUHSOLFDWHWKHSDWWHUQUHSRUWHGLQ7LHXHWDO
(2014; 2018), suggesting a core commonality between the multiplicity inferences of plu-
UDOLVHGFRXQWQRXQVDQGWKHDEXQGDQFHLQIHUHQFHVRISOXUDOLVHGPDVVQRXQV7KH˚QGLQJV
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provide further support for an implicature approach to multiplicity inferences and for an 
extension of the account to abundance inferences. In addition, investigating a language 
like Greek, which allows for the pluralisation of mass nouns, provides an empirical basis 
IRUDXQL˚HGDQDO\VLVRISOXUDOPDUNLQJDFURVVWKHFRXQWPDVVGLYLGH.DQHHWDO
Finally, our results also revealed variation in the computation rates of the scalar inference 
of merika some, the multiplicity inference of count nouns, and the abundance  inference 
of mass nouns, with the inference of merika being the strongest and the  abundance infer-
ence being the weakest of the three. As we have discussed, such results are in line with 
SUHYLRXVO\UHSRUWHGUHVXOWVUHJDUGLQJGLYHUVLW\LQVWUHQJWKDFURVVGLˤHUHQWVFDOHVYDQ7LHO
et al. 2014). Future research could investigate how an account of such variation in adults 
could be extended to capture variation observed in children, and whether the source of 
variation is the same across the two populations.
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